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NCLB: What Really Gets Left Behind
BY KAREN

F. THOMAS

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

T

eachers remember that one principle they learned in their child development course
or psychology of learning course, and that is that all children are different and
learn at different rates in different ways. Teachers know this. Parents of two or more
children know this, and I daresay many children know this. In the face of what reality tells us and what experience demonstrates over and over about individual differences,
one has to wonder why teachers in Reading First schools buy into scripted lessons for all
children from an approved handful of"research-based" materials. Such one-size-fits-all
curricular materials fly in the face of what we know about how children learn.
Where are the teachers who made decisions based on
the children in their classroom, designed curriculum
based on their children's need, had books of varying
levels in their classroom, listened to their children,
responded to their needs, and did not need to have
policy makers or curriculum developers tell them
what their children needed? Teachers should rely on
their ability to make decisions and not see "others"
from distant and varying agencies as ones who know
their children and are capable of making decisions
about what and how their children should learn.
Teachers are the decision makers to be recognized
for their expertise in deciding what their students
need for reading instruction. What I fear in this rush
to "research-based" materials and misinterpreted
guidelines from the National Reading Panel, is that
classroom reading teachers are abdicating their role
to a scripted set of one-size-fits-all instruction when
they know this is developmentally and pedagogically
wrong for their children.
As far back as the 1960s, under another government quest for the best approach to teach beginning
reading, Bond and Dykstra (1967) concluded that
"combination approaches" worked best (Cunningham
& Allington, 1994). In decades since, program after

program attempted to be the "one best way" to teach
reading, while findings have indicated this is not the
case (Berends, Bodilly, & Kirby, 2002). There has
never been one viable program for all students, all
times, in all contexts.
How did reading instruction come to such an unfortunate place in American schools where teachers are
stripped of applying their expertise in deciding what
their students need to succeed in literacy? Why are
teachers relegated to following a scripted lesson from
a packaged set of reading materials by the federal
government's Reading First initiative? For some
answers, I will turn to: 1) the National Reading Panel
(NRP), and 2) the distorted use of the medical model.
Last, I will turn to the hopeful voice of teachers who
know their children and know better.

The National Reading Panel
The National Reading Panel (NRP) was established
in conjunction with the National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development (NICHD) at the
request of Congress to determine the most effective
ways for beginning reading instruction. Again, the
federal government began another noble quest in
the face of the several other failed one-best-method-
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searches for beginning reading instruction. From its
inception, the NRP membership, with its medical
model, imposed a research paradigm upon a complex
behavioral, social endeavor thereby setting itself
and its report up for criticism. And criticism ensued
(Allington, 2002; Garan, 2002; Krashen, 2001). On the
other hand, there have been those researchers and
educators who have defended the NRP report (Ehri &
Stahl, 2001; Shanahan, 2001).
One has to question why there was another panel
convened given past federal initiatives with a quarter
century record of ineffective beginning reading
instruction programs whose reports distorted findings
and purported to work for all children (Allington,
2002). Nonetheless, after NRP's report, the federal
government entered into a Partnership for Reading
among secretaries of education, health and human
services, NICHD, as well as the National Institute
for Literacy. Together they produced a booklet, Put
Reading First-PRF (NICHD, 2003). Ostensibly
this booklet addresses the findings of the NRP and
blatantly takes liberty with the truth. For example,
the PRF indicated what materials might be purchased
with Reading First monies. The actual NRP did not
recommend specific basal or packaged programs
(Shanahan, 2003).
However, school districts, many of which are impoverished, jumped at the chance to acquire federal monies
by becoming a Reading First school. Another problem
distorting the NRP report is that it did not say that
"systematic and explicit phonics instruction is particularly beneficial for children having difficulty learning
to read." That quote is from the misinterpreted summary in the PRF document (see NICHD, 2003, p. 15
for the actual statement). In fact, quite the opposite is
true of the NRP findings (see, for example, Allington,
2002, pp.106-109). What we have is a monumental
misinterpretation problem being perpetuated through
the funding of the federal government resulting in
thousands of teachers telling children what to do and
how to do it and paying precious little attention to
what the children are telling them.

The Medical Model
It is problematic that reading research suffers from
the analogy made between medical and reading
research. Medical research models provide results
or effects of how a specific medicine or treatment
affected a particular population with the "scientific
property" that all research studies must be able to be
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duplicated. Any duplication in research with diverse
and dynamic humans changes the landscape immediately. Also, often after medical studies, the caveat
is issued "this treatment is not for people who ... "
(fill in the blanks). What we never hear from reading
research is that this treatment is not for children
who ... (fill in the blanks). I would argue that this
is where the medical analogy falls apart. There are
no caveats from the NRP or the PRF indicating for
whom their research is not applicable. However, no
physician in his or her right (Hippocratic) mind would
offer the same medication to all people for a particular
condition, hence the many available medications
for specific conditions (e.g. cardiovascular problems,
antibiotic-treated ailments). Note that most recently,
the medical community found that aspirin therapy
does not affect women in the way it affects men. In
other words aspirin therapy is a positive for only
half the population. Again, one treatment does not
work for all people at all times in all contexts and the
"scientific" duplication of aspirin therapy research for
women changed the outcome completely.
Physicians make decisions based on their patients, the
acuteness of a condition, and how a patient responds
to a particular treatment. Teachers also need to make
informed decisions based on individual students in
their classrooms. Here, I argue that a medical model
of physician-patient and teacher-student does share
commonalties. The government would have us adhere
to the medical research model on the one hand but
ignore the individualized patient application on the
other. Reading researchers and educators recognize
reading research for the complex cognitive and social
constructivist process it is, with teachers having
to make decisions like physicians based upon each
individual's needs and capacity.

What Really Works
The one variable that effects the quality of reading
instruction more than anything else is the teacher.
Teachers are crucial to all reading instruction; materials do not teach, teachers teach. Unfortunately, teachers appear to be embracing "scientific" research based
on an inappropriate medical model and are abdicating
their reading expertise to politicians. Teachers' voices
are deafeningly silent in the curricular decision-making process.
However, there are teachers who assess their students on an on-going basis through observation and
authentic continuous texts. There are teachers who do
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not buy into any one philosophy, packaged program,
or curricular materials resulting in "inspired teaching
[which is] meaningful, rigorous, and responsive to the
students. Inspired teaching comes from teachers who
analyze their particular situation and create instruction to meet the needs of that situation" (Duffy, 1992,
p. 447).
There are many hard-working teachers who know
their students, respond to them, create meaningful
instruction from the many wonderful books written
for them. These are the inspired teachers to whom
Duffy (1992) referred. These are the teachers who
in the end will rescue their students from scripted
lessons and approved basal programs. With such
programs " ... children may be learning to tolerate
repetitive tasks, to be accurate, to be quick, to be
obedient, to be compliant, and possibly, to be silent"
(Jordan, 2005, p. 207). Our good and hard-working
teachers must speak out and do what they are so
capable of doing-meaningful teaching. Teachers
must make their voices known. They must not be left
out nor left behind and take back the decision-making
that rightfully is in their purview.
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